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Abstract
”Extension du corps sonore” is long-term project initiated
by Musiques Nouvelles [4], a contemporary music ensemble in Mons. It aims at giving instrumental music performers an extended control over the sound of their instrument by
extending the understanding of the sound body from the instrument only to the combination of the instrument and the
whole body of the performer. The development started at
ARTeM and got the benefit of a three month numediart
research project [1] that focused on three axes of research:
pre-processing of sensor data, gesture recognition and mapping through interpolation. The objectives were the development of computing methods and flexible Max/MSP externals to be later integrated in the ARTeM software framework for the concerts with viola player Dominica Eyckmans. They could be used in a variety of other artistic works
and will be made available on the numediart website [1],
where more detailed information can be found in the Quarterly Progress Scientific Report #4.

Figure 1. Dominica Eyckmans, dancing and playing the viola

tet project [2]. The software framework, developed inside
the Max/MSP environment to map sensor data to parameters of various sound transformation algorithms, has steadily
evolved since the Quartet project, mostly thanks to the work
on the dance performance De deux points de vue [3] choreographed by Michèle Noiret and premiered in December
2007. These two previous projects allowed to identify the
specific needs related to both instrumental and dance performances. And though we found many ways to use the
tools reliably and creatively, it also demonstrated the interest of deeper research in order to overcome some limitations. We wanted to better extract features directly from the
sensor data, like hit detection, with very low latency. And
we also wanted the benefit of more complex filtering techniques to obtain additional mapping inputs from the same
sensors. Though inherently less responsive than mapping,
gesture recognition is a welcome addition to our interactive performance and can be used to trigger events, to adapt
the response of the virtual instruments according to the detected gestures or to move through the various steps of a
performance. The nature of our project makes it difficult for
the performer to notify the start and end of a movement as
dance gestures are usually chained without pauses. As we
also wanted to add more global ways of mapping parameters
while keeping the responsiveness of the system, we decided
to improve the interpolation scheme, inspired by [5], that we
had developed previously on the NeXT platform [6]. This
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1. Introduction
Contrarily to the usual augmented instruments designs that
track the gestures used to play the instrument to expand its
possibilities, this project focuses on using non-musical gestures to transform the sound of the instrument. Our approach
is dictated by the nature of Dominica’s project: she is actually dancing while playing the viola and we track her dancing movements rather than her hands movements. Research
and experiments with Dominica Eyckmans started in the beginning of 2008 at ARTeM, using a Wi-Fi sensor system
developed in 2006 for violist Stevie Wishart for the QuarPermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies
are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, to republish, to post on servers, or to redistribute to lists
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
NIME09, June 3-6, 2009, Pittsburgh, PA
Copyright remains with the author(s).
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Figure 3. The audio matrix and some virtual instruments
Choice of an external fader scaling

Figure 2. Sensors system developed for Quartet
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report is divided in four main sections: after a brief review
of previous art related works, we present a global view of the
system, followed by the numediart developments on preprocessing of sensor data in order to extract features with
minimum latency, on gesture recognition without the need
for segmentation and on an improved mapping tool based
on interpolation.
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2. System

2.1. Sensors
The sensors system developed at ARTeM for the Quartet [2]
project allowed for the data of a variety of sensors (theremin
antennas, flexion, I2C accelerometers and I2C gyroscopes),
placed on the violin and on the body of the performer to be
transmitted every 8ms wirelessly over Wi-Fi (Figure 2). For
this project we decided to downsize the sensor system and
explore how far we could reach with sensors placed only
on the ankles, each a combination of a 3-axis accelerometer
and a 2-axis gyroscope. A similar setup was used for the
dance performance De deux points de vue [3] , except that
the sensors where placed on the upper arms of the dancer.
The placement on the ankles presents a minimal hinderance
even for movements on the ground. Depending on the results of further experimentation with the new software tools,
we will consider the need, the type and the placement of additional sensors on Dominica’s body.
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Figure 4. Mapping associated to each parameter

space depending on configuration messages sent to its input. It then outputs data as messages, available through a
send/receive scheme throughout all the patches.
The scaling of the parameters is quite versatile and happens through a Max bpatcher (Figure 4) that is used in every
place in the virtual instruments where parameters need to be
given values from the sensors. It offers various stages:
• when the desired sensor is selected from a menu, the
minimum, maximum and current values, and the units,
here m/s2 for an accelerometer, are displayed.
• a portion of the whole range of the sensor data can
be defined using the Max rslider GUI object. The
learn function can be activated to define the range that
comprises all the values reached by a specific sensor
during a particular set of movements.
• the values can then be transformed by a table that can
be opened and drawn by the user.
• the value can also be reversed and turned on or off.
• a smooth menu offers the choice between a min, mean,
median or max function followed by the number of
data points, or a slide function.
• a simple attack, hold and release envelope generator
is activated whenever one of the times are above 1ms.
• this output is then mapped to the entire excursion of a
slider that continuously displays the values.

2.2. Software framework
The ARTeM software is organized around a modular concept: the audio paths of the various virtual instruments are
connected through a matrix, with external inputs and outputs
of virtual instruments injected from the top and redirected
with selectable level, thanks to a control object developed
by Nick Rothwell, to the inputs of the virtual instruments
and the external sound outputs on the right (Figure 3).
The sensors data are received as UDP packets through
the integrated Wi-Fi interface. An Max external decodes the
custom protocol, scales the raw data, and defines a name
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Figure 5. From classical wavelet packets to undecimated
wavelet packet decomposition (UWPD)

• an output range selector allows to map those values
within a range corresponding to the minimum and
maximum acceptable range of the sound parameter.
In the figure above, 0 to 20000 correspond to min and
max center frequency of a filter. And those values can
also be changed within those limits to allow for a very
precise control of the parameter value.
• a fader or rotary button value can be inserted in the
previous stage to allow the sound engineer to tune the
scaling live using normal or motorized MIDI faders.
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Figure 6. System flowchart of the UWPD filter banks method

Audio analysis tools, like envelope followers on the incoming audio signals or at the output of filter banks, or
iana~ [9], generate data that can be used exactly in the same
way as sensor data through all the patches. It allows to use
the tools we describe hereunder undiscriminately on sound
analysis data, on sensor data, or on combinations of both.

3. Preprocessing
We wanted to detect hits with accelerometers attached on the
limbs of a performer, and extract scale, direction, and other
possible frequency features with a minimum latency. A first
hit detector was implemented, with parallel median filters
with different window sizes to give an indication about the
speed of the hits.
To get more frequency information, we propose an undecimated wavelet packet method. We chose to use wavelets
[14] because of their better temporal resolution for the higher
frequency content compared to FFT. We decided to use the
Haar wavelet as it is the best candidate to detect transitions
because of its short impulse response. In order to be able
to reconstruct the signal continuously instead of frame per
frame, for filtering purposes, we choose the wavelet packet
approach (Figure 5a) [15]. To avoid the decimations, which
reduce the data rate, we permute the order between filters
and decimations in Figure 5b by upsampling the H and L
filter to become H2 and L2. We then further combine the filters in Figure 5c to obtain the equivalent wavelet filter bank
D1, D2, D3, A4, shown in Figure 5d. Finally we obtain the
undecimated wavelet packet decomposition(UWPD) by discarding the accumulated decimations, getting a single filter
for each channel, with the same output data rate.
With coefficients obtained through those filters, an algorithm detects whether a hit appears, in which axis, its direction, scale, and center frequency (Figure 6). As the energy of
the hits usually spreads over several axes, the algorithm has
to determine the presence of a hit on the basis of the energy

Figure 7. Detection results of the Wavelet packets method
with threshold=1

of all the coefficients on all three axes. A matrix of weights,
composed of WXn , WY n , WZn (n = 1, 2, ..., N − 1), allows us to control the sensitivity of each axis in each frequency band n. We may then define preferential directions
as well as target specific frequency content. EX , EY , and
EZ are used to detect the direction of a hit biased towards
the targeted direction and desired frequency response. With
unity weights, the detection results with a guard interval of
30 are shown in Figure 7.

4. Gesture recognition
In the context of the Dancing Viola project, we would like
to be able to recognize a set of pre-defined gestures on the
basis of the temporal evolution of accelerometer and gyroscope data [11]. As in Automatic Speech Recognition
(ASR) [10], we are faced to the issue of comparing different realizations that can vary in duration while representing the same (gestural/vocal) intention. Whereas statistical
(HMM-based) methods require a training stage, we prefer
the DTW approach, as it is desirable that some gestures
could be added, removed, enabled, or disabled easily and
quickly. Also, this solution is suitable when developing
a user-dependent recognition system working with a small
amount of reference gestures (cf. small vocabulary in ASR).
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4.1. The DTW algorithm
The DTW algorithm searches for the best non-linear mapping between the temporal indices of the test sequence (i =
1..I) and those of the reference sequence (j = 1..J). We
will denote by d(i, j) the ”local distance” (or dissimilarity
measure) between the test frame i and the reference frame
j (where a frame is composed of the data of all sensors and
axes at a given instant), and by D(i, j) the ”accumulated
distance” along the sub-path between the origin (1, 1) and
current node (i, j), computed by a weighted sum of the local distances:
X
D(i, j) =
W (ik , jk ; ik−1 , jk−1 ) d(ik , jk )
(1)

Figure 8. Local (left) and Accumulated (right) Distance Matrices for similar (top) and different (bottom) gestures

k

These transition costs W raise the question of normalization, when comparing paths of different lengths (in the
same DTW grid), or when comparing a given test gesture to
several reference gestures of different durations. The normalization factor is path-independent (I + J) when using
symmetric transition costs [13].
4.1.1. DTW search constraints
We use the global path Itakura constraints where maximum
allowable compression and expansion factors (λmax and λmin )
can be defined by the user.
Local path constraints are defined by indicating the sets
of predecessors to a given node [12]. In other words, the
legal transitions are listed, and the associated (weighting)
values of the transition costs are specified.
Given the difficulties encountered in locating automatically, accurately, and in real-time, the endpoints of a test
sequence, it is advisable to relax the endpoint constraints by
permitting the path to start from one of the following nodes:
(1, 1) to (1+i1 , 1), or (1, 1) to (1, 1+j1 ), and to end at one
of the following nodes: (I − i2 , J) to (I, J), or (I, J − j2 )
to (I, J).
Figure 8 shows some examples of local (left) and accumulated (right) distance matrices for similar (top) and different (bottom) gestures. Low distance values (depicted by
blue pixels) are obtained when comparing similar gestures.
Conversely, high dissimilarities are observed when the tested
gesture is very different from the reference one, resulting in
a worse matching score.
4.1.2. Real-time Max/MSP implementation of the Multigrid
DTW algorithm
In the context of real-time use, without pre-segmentation,
we implemented a method using simultaneously a set of
shifted DTW grids, each one hypothesizing another starting region for the tested input, where the hop size (or time
shift) between two successive DTW grids will generally be
higher than or equal to (1 + i1 ). The number of simultaneously active grids can be limited to the following quantity:
Smax = ceil(Imax /hop size) where Imax can be determined according to the global and/or local constraints, and
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Figure 9. (Normalized) Accumulated Distance Matrices for
successive shifted DTW grids (similar gestures)

depends on the reference gesture length. After appropriate
initializations (e.g. setting all accumulated distances to ”infinite” values), each shifted grid will output its (current) best
score at any time instant. The minimum value of all these
normalized accumulated distances will be assigned to the
given reference gesture. Moreover, one can get an approximate value of the expansion or compression ratio, knowing
the terminal node exactly and the first node coordinates approximately (depending on  or hop size parameters), without the need of keeping trace of the origin throughout the
whole grid, as well as without backtracking.
Figure 9 illustrates (normalized) accumulated distance
matrices for successive shifted DTW grids when test and
reference gestures are similar. A good matching score is obtained for the low shift values, while it becomes worse when
the delay increases.
4.2. Data preparation and Distance Metrics
In the current version of our system implements a downsampling stage (with a ratio of 4), preceded by a lowpass filtering step. However, we plan to investigate some more preprocessing: for example, removing the gravity component,
developing tilt-invariant features, combining differently left/
right accelerometer/gyroscope data, etc.
When computing the local distance, each sensor axis can
be weighted independently so as to (a) compensate for different ranges of values (e.g. accelerometer data ±2g and angular velocity ±500◦ /s) and (b) compare recognition scores
when emphasizing different types of sensors. As each test
or reference frame is characterized by a N -tuple of values,
it can be viewed as one point in an N -dimension space and

classical distance measures can be performed: e.g. the L1
distance, whose computation is very efficient as its expression is made of a (weighted) sum of the absolute value of
differences (neither square, nor square root computed).
As we use the angular velocities and the accelerations
(and not positions), the ”amplitudes” of these sensor data
are also affected by the speed of the gesture execution. One
might prefer other computations of the local distance or dissimilarity measure (Mahalanobis distance, cosine correlation coefficient, ...), but at the price of higher computational
load. Also, accelerometer and gyroscope data could be
treated separately, and even differently. Note for example
that the coordination between the movements of both legs
must be preserved in our current approach: if the movement
of one leg is delayed with respect to the other one, the gesture might become unrecognizable.

distance di . Associating a weight proportional to this force
to each point i and representing its mass by its radius Ri , we
obtain the equation (power = 2 for Newton’s law):
Wi =

Ri
max(di , dmin)power

1≤i≤n

(3)

where dmin is a small number that prevents a division by
zero when di = 0 and is defined inside the external as
−6
10( power ) to guarantee that the maximum weights do not
depend on the power factor.
The user may use the Max message power $1, with a
float argument, hereby modifying the shape of the interpolation between points: softer in the vicinity of the center with
low values of power, more abrupt with higher values. Other
radial basis functions (RBF) could also be used.
5.2. Rmin
Interpolation tools are traditionally controlled with a mouse.
As we planned to use interpolation with sensors data input,
where a precise location is quite difficult to attain by the performer, dancing on stage without visual feedback from the
computer screen, we decided to define a circular zone of radius Rmin around the interpolation points where the maximum weight is always reached. A negative Rmin would on
the other hand prevents the user from reaching the mathematical centre closer than the absolute value of Rmin. This
allows to define points that modify the values in their vicinity while never taking over, as they can never reach the
maximum weight. Their influence decrease as their Rmin
reaches more negative values.
For the sake of clarity, we decided to bound the absolute
value of Rmin by R, so that the outer circle always displays R. To avoid the same type of circles for R and Rmin,
which could be confusing when points are superposed, we
choose to display Rmin with a filled circular area. The filled
area includes the centre for a positive Rmin, showing the
zone where the maximum weight is reached. It surrounds
the centre at Rmin distance for a negative one, showing the
additional distance to the mathematical center .

4.3. Post-processing
The only currently implemented post-processing consists in
selecting, at each moment, the gesture with the lowest normalized accumulated distance and validating its recognition
if this value is below a global threshold. However, the developed recognition tool is adapted to the evaluation of a
confusion matrix, which can give information about eventual ambiguity between different pre-defined gestures. The
decision criteria might be improved by using gesture-based
threshold values, as well as by preventing the erroneous detection of ”overlapping” gestures. Finally, a possible interaction between the recognizer and the performance could
be implemented by means of an N-best strategy, using the
N-best scores to interpolate the parameters of the sound effects.

5. Mapping by Interpolation
Since interpolation between sets of parameters was proposed
by Allouis [5] for the SYTER at GRM, several implementations [6, 7, 8] have been developed. Interpolation is an
operation whereby each value of the output set of m values
is a weighted sum of the corresponding values P
in the n interpolated sets, with normalized weights so that WN i = 1:
n
X
WN i valij 1 ≤ j ≤ m
(2)
output valj =

5.3. The Void
The idea of perturbation made possible by negative Rmin
led to the concept of a constant field over the whole space,
the void, linked to its own set of values. Within this constant
field, obtained simply by attributing a user-defined constant
weight to the void, the points would perturb the field with
their associated sets of values. But we also defined a weight
depending on the combined distance of the cursor to all the
other points. We then compute the weight of the void as the
sum of those two distinct contributions.

i=1

As such, it can perform the three types of mapping usually
described in the literature (direct or one to one, divergent or
one to many, convergent or many to one) depending on the
number m of values in each set and on the dimensionality of
the interpolation space, which is not to be confused with the
number n of points placed within that space. We don’t mean
that it should or could replace other mapping techniques, but
its intuitiveness makes it a very valuable tool.

5.4. Max external
Instead of defining a new GUI object, we decided to make
a Max external that generates all necessary graphical commands to existing GUI objects: LCD or jit.pwindow (using

5.1. Gravitational field metaphor
Allouis [5] used that metaphor where each of the n points
exerts an attraction force on the cursor depending on their
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object was fully integrated in the ARTeM framework and
Rmin made it possible to reach the points navigating the
space with sensors without visual feedback. The 1-D version proved also very useful to attach, for instance, various
transposition ratios on the fly at different positions of a limb
and define their transitions. We are currently finishing the
jt.pwindow implementation of a 3-D interpolation objet.
Figure 10. The 3 color modes, inactive points are light grey
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Figure 11. Several 1-D setups in different color modes

jit.gl.sketch and jit.gl.render). Sprites are defined for each
point and for the current point at instantiation of the external object. They are redefined each time a point is resized or (de)activated. The communication is bidirectional
as the GUI also returns mouse position, mouse state (clicked
or idle), and modifiers in order to move, (de)activate, and
resize the points. Creation arguments of the module are
the number n of interpolation points, the number m of values for each interpolation set associated to a point as well
as both the horizontal and vertical size of the GUI object
in pixels. Colors can be defined with the RGB output of
the swatch object. The different available color modes are
shown in Figure 10 for a 2-D interpolator and, in Figure 11,
for various vertical or horizontal 1-D versions, using LCD:
• same colors: all points i share the same Ri color and
the same Rmini color.
• individual colors: each Ri and Rmini colors can be
defined individually.
• resistor colors: users familiar with the resistor code
can locate the points faster, without having to read the
numbers.

6. Conclusion
We should further investigate the possibilities offered by the
wavelet analysis, including an more efficient way to define
the best matrix of weights using a database of hits. The
DTW showed good results with two databases: one of dance
gestures and one of hand gestures. But we are investigating
further improvements of the recognition scores by adding
non-linear quantification, finding the optimal weights, and
refining the post-processing. The presence of the time ratio between the reference and performed gestures in the results may be used by the post-processing algorithm but can
also serve as feedback to the performer and as an incitation to record some gestures at different speeds if the reference speed is rarely matched. The usual 2-D interpolation
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